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ANNULLING THE TRAUMA: NEOCLASSICISM AS A 
MODERNIST (?) ANTIDOTE TO SOCIETY’S ILLS1

Abstract: In this paper, we shall examine the overall conditions of the emergence of 
neoclassicism in Paris, shortly after the First World War. Compared to that, the emer-
gence of neoclassicism in Serbian music is also going to be examined having in mind 
that neoclassicism, as a dominant movement, appears in Serbian music significantly 
later – after the Second World War. At this point, the only correlation between the two 
neoclassicisms is that they both appear after the significant, primarily destructive his-
torical events. What would  their other similarities and differences be?
Keywords: Neoclassicism, Paris 1920s, Belgrade 1950s, moderated modernism, First 
World War, Second World War.

Emotions in a can

While going through one of the (in the terms of the digital age, old) dictio-
naries, one might fi nd this defi nition: 

NEOCLASSICISM (new classicism), a movement, which appeared during the 
years which followed the First World War as a reaction to late romanticism (with 
its offspring, expressionism) and impressionism. Its emergence is in many ways 
conditioned by the crisis of the spiritual life which was a consequence of wartime 
and societal events. [...] New anti-romantic aesthetics, so-called new objectivity 

* Author contact information: milosbralovic@gmail.com
1 Th is paper was written as a part of the project Identities of Serbian Music from Local to 
Global Frames: Traditions, Changes, Challenges (No. 177004), fi nanced by the Ministry of 
Education, Science and Technological Development of the Republic of Serbia. 
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(from the Ger.[man] term Neue Sachlichkeit) assumed a sober, abstained, ‘Apol-
lonian’ art, in which the old ideal would be resurrected: balance between form 
and content, objectivisation of emotions, solid formal construction. Conducting 
these principles to their final consequences sometimes leads to  postulates of 
formalist aesthetics, which considers music as a game of sounds and annuls its 
emotional content.2 

Th is defi nition contains several crucial points which are going to be discussed 
in this paper. One of them would be the emergence of neoclassicism as a 
compositional practice and as a term which assumes it, historical (but also 
geographical) contexts in which neoclassicism appears, including its aesthet-
ical postulates and mentioned contexts which conditioned those postulates. 

Dragutin Gostuški argues that in the history of art and music there is 
a certain psychological explanation of positive changes: in the initial stadium of 
a style a basic model is established, which completely satisfies the current situa-
tion: time, and, the increasingly expanded use of standard methods gradually 
diminish the influence of the basic models to the observers; because of that one 
incessantly strives towards the new, primarily morphologically more complex 
way of expression; but in the final stadium of the process, even extreme solutions 
lose their transcendent force. At that point, as the only way out, the need appears 
towards a return to the basic, simple models; but with that type of leap, in itself, 
one achieves that complex emotional effect which was strived for, embodied in a 
shock.3 

2 [“NEOKLASICIZAM (novoklasicizam), smer koji se u godinama neposredno posle 
Prvog svetskog rata pojavio kao reakcija na pozni romantizam (sa njegovim izdankom 
ekspresionizmom) i impresionizam. Njegov nastanak je u mnogome uslovljen krizom 
duhovnog života prouzrokovanom ratnim i društvenim zbivanjima. [...] Nova antiro-
mantična estetika, tzv. Nova objektivnost (od nem.[ačkog] termina Neue Sachlichkeit), 
zastupa treznu, uzdržanu, ‘apolinijsku’ umetnost, u kojoj bi vaskrsli klasični ideali: urav-
noteženost forme i sadržaja, objektivizacija emocija, čvrsta formalna konstrukcija. Spro-
vođenje tih načela do krajnjih konsekvenci vodi katkad do pozicija formalističke estetike, 
koja smatra muziku igrom zvukova i odriče joj emocionalni sadržaj.”] (Engl. transl. by 
the author.) Vlastimir Peričić, “Neoklasicizam” [“Neoclassicism”] u: Krešimir Kovačević 
(ur.), Muzička enciklopedija [Musical Encyclopedia], Zagreb, Jugoslovenski leksikografski 
zavod, 1974, 670.
3 [“...izvesno psihološko objašnjenje pozitivnih promena: u početnom stadiju stila usta-
novljava se osnovni model koji potpuno zadovoljava datu situaciju: vreme i sve prošire-
nija upotreba standarnih metoda postepeno umanjuju dejstvo prvobitnih tipova na pos-
matrača; zbog toga se neprestano teži novom, prvenstveno morfološki kompleksnijem 
načinu izražavanja; ali u krajnjem stadiju procesa čak i ekstremna rešenja gube svoju 
transcedentnu snagu. Tada se kao jedini izlaz, javlja potreba za povratkom na početne, 
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Th is, as it appears, psychological explanation of a permanent return towards 
the classical is further emphasised in this way: “Th at is where the sense of re-
lief, consciousness of the sublimity of the moment and passionate, oft en even 
careless activity of building a future world come from – all of that which char-
acterizes periods of European classicism. Contrary to that the man of the Ba-
roque era lives, above all, in the present”.4 Finally, Gostuški claims that every 
change of stances happens in one of two alternative ways – evolution and re-
action, where 

The other phenomenon [reaction] appeared three times so far in the new history 
of Europe. At the beginning of Romanesque art, the humanism of the Renais-
sance and with the classicism of the 18th century. [...] historical moments marked 
(among other things) by the return towards the classical forms were always, at the 
same time periods of the biggest upheavals, the most fateful deviations of Euro-
pean action programmes by all points in politics, economics, philosophy, science, 
in the way of life and in relation to it.5 

Although Gostuški does not mention 20th century Neoclassicism in the quot-
ed paragraph, it is not diffi  cult to assume (in comparison with the fi rst defi -
nition) that the “leap” from complex to simple solutions, the “careless activity 
of building a future world”, or the phenomenon of reaction, are some of the 
features that also apply to it, as one of many others, in the broadest sense of 
that word, classicist tendencies throughout history. However, in both Peričić’s 
defi nition and Gostuški’s arguments regarding the appearance of the classi-
cal, it is implied that neoclassicism and/or classical tendencies in the broader 
sense appear aft er major changes, even confl icts in politics, economics, soci-
ety, resulting in both collective and individual trauma. 

jednostavne modele; ali samim tim skokom ostvaruje se u vidu šoka onaj snažni emocio-
nalni efekt za kojim se težilo.”] (Engl. transl. by the author.) Dragutin Gostuški, Vreme 
umetnosti, [Th e Time of Art], Beograd, Prosveta, 1968, 133.
4 [“Odatle ono osećanje olakšanja, svest o uzvišenosti trenutka i strasna, često čak i bezo-
bzirna aktivnost da se izgradi jedan budući svet – sve ono dakle što karakteriše periode 
evropskog klasicizma. Suprotno tome, čovek baroknih perioda živi pre svega u sadašnji-
ci“.] (Engl. transl. by the author.) Ibid.
5 [“Ovaj drugi fenomen [reakcija] pojavio se do sada tri puta u novoj istoriji Evrope. U 
početku romanskog doba, sa humanizmom Renesanse i sa klasicizmom 18. veka. [...] 
istorijski momenti obeleženi (između ostalog) povratkom klasičnim oblicima bili su 
uvek istovremeno i periodi najvećih potresa, najsudbonosnijih devijacija ackionog pro-
grama Evrope u svim tačkama, u politici, privredi, fi lozofi ji, nauci, umetnosti, u načinu 
života i u odnosu prema njemu“.] (Engl. transl. by the author.) Ibid.
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Regarding the term “trauma”, it “comes from the Greek τραῦμα, meaning 
’wound’. Th is term mostly refers either to physical injury caused by external 
force or to a type of psychological damage that occurs as a result of a severely 
distressing event”.6 While even laymen may assume music may help people 
deal with their mental trauma (whatever the cause of it), the relationship be-
tween traumatic events and the overall development of culture and arts seems 
to have a slightly diff erent course. For example, while discussing several of 
Alfred Schnittke’s (1934–1998) late operas, Ivana Medić notes that in them 

Schnittke employs narrative strategies that can be regarded as a response to 
trauma. Namely traumatised characters have fairly limited access to reliable con-
scious memories (and therefore the truth) of an event. As a result, they see symp-
toms of trauma [...] as literal re-experiences of trauma and history as 
unassimilable into a linear narrative. In his operas Schnittke employs flashbacks, 
broken narration, surreal episodes, keeping the viewer constantly in doubt as to 
whether what we are seeing on stage is ‘real’ or not’.7 

Th ere are, of course, numerous other examples of dealing with trauma and 
trauma in general in various stage works through history,8 and this was to 
illustrate one of the possible ways of noting and interpreting them in a group 
of works of a certain author. But, what happens if/when trauma changes ev-
erything, in colossal proportions?

What can one do with emotions in a can? (1)

At the turn of the century in France, according to Scott Messing, there were 
various terms that in diff erent ways denoted art and music, which were con-
nected to any sort of past traditions. Th erefore, in the late 1800s, the term neo-

6 Ivana Medić, “Alfred Schnittke’s Operas from the 1990s in the Context of Trauma Stud-
ies”, in: Sonja Marinković et al. (eds.), Challenges in Contemporary Musicology, Belgrade, 
Faculty of Music, 2018, 248.  
7 Ibid., 253–254. It is worth noting that the author deals with three of Schnittke’s operas: 
Life with an Idiot (1990–1992), Th e History of Dr Johann Faust (1984–1994) and Gesual-
do (1993), with specifi c postmodernist features, infl uenced by the postmodern context 
(although their plots are not related to the time in which the operas were created), and 
events such as the fall of Th e Berlin Wall (1989), the dissolution of Th e Soviet Union 
(1991), etc.  
8 Th ere are numerous examples of various trauma in opera, from, for example, Gaetano 
Donizzeti’s (1797–1848) Lucia di Lammermoor, to Alban Berg’s (1885–1935) Wozzek and 
many others. 
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classicism (néoclassicisme, in literature), “especially that represented by the art 
of late eighteenth-century France, was distinctly out of favor. [...It] had a gen-
erally pejorative undertone arising from the disdain for what some late nine-
teenth-century writers considered a colorless imitation of Greek and Roman 
art and a servile captivation with academic niceties”.9 Later on, Messing adds: 

The term neoclassicism with regard to music occurs with increasing frequency 
only after 1900. These references suffice to give neoclassicism a specific definition 
during the first decade of the twentieth century: an expression pertaining to nine-
teenth-century composers, who perpetuated the forms of instrumental music 
made popular during the eighteenth century, but who sacrificed originality and 
depth of musical substance to the abject imitation of structure.10 

As Messing argues, the derogatory meaning persisted in music as in litera-
ture, except in music, the term neoclassicism “aggravated by nationalist feel-
ings, since [neoclassicism] was invariably used [...] by French writers to de-
scribe German musicians”.11 Contrary to this term, at the turn of the century, 
following various nationalist tendencies in France, the term new classicism 
(nouveau classicisme) was used to denote French music based on the revival 
of French music of past times, as opposed to German music of the time.12 
Or, as Jane Fulcher (while discussing the period of the First World War, and 
elements of nationalism in French cultural politics) would put it, Opéra and 
other cultural institutions served 

as a realm of national memory and myth, to install a unified wartime identity in 
a politically and culturally fractured France. Here the myth was that of French 
classicism: France was ‘Latin’ and thus classic in culture, but according to a cir-
cumscribed notion of the style that was rooted in the ideology of the monarchist 
Right.13

9 Scott Messing, Neoclassicism in Music. From the Genesis of the Concept through the 
Schoenberg/Stravinsky Polemic, Rochester, University of Rochester Press, 1996, 13.
10 Ibid., 13–14.
11 Ibid., 14.
12 Cf. Ibid., 24. Here Messing refers to various pieces written by Léo Delibes (1836–
1891), Camille Saint-Saëns (1835–1921), Maurice Ravel (1875–1937), Vincent d’Indy 
(1851–1931), Claude Debussy (1862–1918) and others, who used, for example, dance id-
ioms and other conventions of 17th and 18th century (French) music.
13 Jane F. Fulcher, Th e Composer as Intellectual. Music and Ideology in France, 1914–1940, 
Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2006, 20. Fulcher argues that during the First World 
War and in the following decade, composers belonging to the conservative Right in 
France (followers of César Franck [1822–1890] or Camille Saint-Saëns, such as, for ex-
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Leaving the political division to Left  and Right in early 20th century 
France aside at this moment, one comes to the conclusion that the mentioned 
terminology (at least when it comes to music) primarily served to describe, 
on the one hand, German music – and its potentially negative infl uence on 
French music – with the term neoclassicism, and on the other, to denote ev-
erything related to French tradition, which is rooted in classical Latin culture, 
thus represented as a ‘good role model’ for the composers whose works (once 
they were written) were dubbed with the term new classicism. 

Following the end of the First World War, a change in the meaning of the 
terms occurred:

Some propagandists of contemporary art tended to disavow any kinship with 
pre-war styles, which, with few exceptions, they generally regarded as corrupt in 
one way or another. For these artists and critics, Debussy was the avatar of im-
pressionism [...]. Likewise, Ravel was associated with a gaudy romanticism and 
the fact that La valse was his first post-war work encouraged this assessment.14 

For example, one of those propagandists was Jean Cocteau (1889–1963), who 
praised Erik Satie (1866–1925): “Cocteau set Satie apart from either pre-war 
trends or remote national traditions. Th e ‘classical’ path of clarity which Coc-
teau accorded Satie was a solitary one that did not reach into the past. Th e 
‘new simplicity’ of Satie [...] was both ‘classic’ and ‘modern’; ‘a French mu-

ample, Vincent d’Indy) advocated the rhetoric by which French culture was in its founda-
tion Latin (not Greek), therefore classical, in contrast with ‘Nordic’ romanticism and the 
irrationalism of the ‘Huns’, Cf. Jane F. Fulcher, “Th e Composer as an Intellectual: Ideo-
logical Inscriptions in French Interwar Neoclassicism”, Th e Journal of Musicology, Vol. 
17, No. 2, University of California Press, 1999, 200. Th is rhetoric led to the formation of 
the “League pour la Défence de la Musique Française” by Charles Teronc in 1916, with 
the aim of keeping French music pure and free from any other ‘unwanted’ infl uences – 
namely those of contemporary German and Austrian music (although the music of Vien-
nese 18th century classicism was considered a good role model) – which was refl ected in 
the opera and concert repertoire of the time. Cf. Ibid., 203–204. Meanwhile, composers 
(and/as intellectuals) connected to the Left  (such as, to various extents, Maurice Ravel, 
Erik Satie or “Les Six”) considered the classic models to be something more of a universal 
model, non-related to race or nationality, where the works they produced were marked as 
both ‘traditional’ and ‘modern’. Cf. Ibid., 211–212. Th ere are diff erent ‘alignments’ of the 
mentioned composers, regarding their relations to the Right and Left  (such as in the case 
of Maurice Ravel, for example), which is going to be put aside at this point. Also, the use 
of popular music and contemporary everyday life topics was important to Left -aligned 
composers, but that aspect could be elaborated as a diff erent topic.
14 Scott Messing, op. cit., 76.
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sic’ that did not recall any other French music”.15 Th erefore, Satie’s music, in 
Cocteau could be accounted for as modernist. Th ese, in the broadest sense, 
modernist features of neoclassicism (in its new, post-war meaning) were, ac-
cording to Messing, the artists’ tendency towards 

stabilizing reentry into the mainstream of European art and a nostalgia for the 
past which that return implied. Contemporary to that tendency [...] an alliance 
with the past might compromise creativity and it was wise to remain a cultural 
orphan. [....] The term [neoclassicism] enjoyed a renewed life beginning in 1923 
because it was associated with Stravinsky, [...] and that relationship would prove 
decisive in securing a meaning for neoclassicism that was different from what it 
once had.16 

So far, various mentioned authors who tackled the diff erent aspects, in the 
broadest sense, of (neo)classical aesthetics, have mentioned or indirectly im-
plied that the situation, regarding the notion of the term, its implied aesthet-
ics or cultural politics in general, changed in the years following the end of 
the First World War. Th e reasons for that change are to be found at both the 
collective and individual level, as either psychological, sociological, economi-
cal, etc. But before examining various details regarding the aesthetics of neo-
classicism and the poetics of certain authors, one should examine a diff erent 
context of the emergence of neoclassicism.

Leaving aside other European countries where neoclassicism appeared 
(such as the Weimar Republic, the Soviet Union or Italy), we are going to 
speak about several conditions in which neoclassicism in Serbian music ap-
peared, bearing in mind not only its geographical but also temporal distance.

Neoclassicism emerged relatively late in Serbian music, compared to 
its French counterpart. It appeared in the 1950s as a dominant movement, 
embodied within so-called moderate modernist tendencies. In the mean-
time another war of colossal proportions occurred (and that was the Second 
World War), and the Yugoslav state polity and the societal system changed (a 
monarchy in the interwar period, Yugoslavia became a federal republic led 
by the Communist party). Th is infl uenced several changes in the arts and 
culture, especially if one has in mind that during the 1930s, “...the return of, 
at the time, the youngest generation of composers who had studied abroad, 
members of the ‘Prague Group’ [which] was marked in local history as the 

15 Ibid., 77.
16 Ibid., 85.
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fi rst avant-garde wave in Serbian music...”,17 although there were several mod-
est neoclassical contributions before the Second World War, embodied in, 
for example, the works of Predrag Milošević (1904–1988, a member of the 
‘Prague group’).18 Aft er the Second World War, “a simplifi ed aspect of mu-
sical neoclassicism in Serbia, recognisable by the premises of socialist real-
ism, was, in fact, a consequence of [its] ideological and political use”.19 Th ese 
premises of socialist realism were somewhat present in the “turnabout to-
wards the method of realism”20 in the late 1930s, but, according to Mirjana 
Veselinović-Hofman,

the thesis of socialist realism had never been manifested in its most dogmatic way 
[...]. An open confrontation between the political establishment of our country 
and the Soviet Union, made public in June 1948, significantly contributed to that. 
[....] Although the new political situation in post-war Yugoslavia made possible 
even the abandonment of socialist realism in theory, artistic production was, up 
to 1951, and even 1954, even in Serbia, subordinated to various aspects of ideo-
logical or political control.21  

And as socialist realism started to fade throughout the 1950s, “the only pos-
sible modernistic challenge that Serbian artists could make in relation to the 

17 [“...da bi povratak sa studija kompozitora tada najmlađe generacije, pripadnika ’praške 
grupe’, koji domaća istorija beleži kao ’prvi avangardni’ udar u srpskoj muzici...“]. (Engl. 
transl. by the author). Vesna Mikić, Lica srpske muzike: neoklasicizam [Faces of Serbian 
Music: Neoclassicism], Beograd, Fakultet muzičke umetnsoti, 2009, 106.
18 Cf. Ibid., 107.
19 [“Симплификовани вид музичког неокласицизма у Србији, препознатљив по 
премисама социјалистичког реализма, био је, у ствари, последица [његове] идео-
лошке и политичке употребе“.] (Engl. transl. by the author). Мирјана Веселиновић-
Хофман, “Музика у другој половини XX века“ [“Music in the Second Half of the 20th 
Century”], у: Мирјана Веселиновић-Хофман (ур.), Историја српске музике. Српска 
музика и европско наслеђе [History of Serbian Music. Serbian Music and European Heri-
tage], Београд, Завод за уџбенике, 2007, 108.
20 [“заокрета ка методи реализма“]. (Engl. transl. by author). Ibid.
21 [“соцреалистичка теза се у српској музици није испољила у свом најекс-
тремнијем догматском виду [...]. Томе је знатно допринео отворени сукоб 
тадашњег политичког врха наше земље и Совјетског Савеза, обзнањен крајем 
јуна 1948, [....] иако су нове политичке прилике у тадашњој Југославији учиниле 
теоретски могућим чак и напуштање соцреалистичких позиција, уметничко 
стваралаштво је све до 1951. па и до 1954. године и у Србији било изложено 
разним видовима идеолошко-политичке контроле“]. (Engl. transl. by the author). 
Ibid., 108–109.
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culture and its ‘prescribed’ aesthetic norms was moderate modernism”.22 Also, 
moderate modernism, as the author explains, denotes non-radical modern-
ism “as a kind of ‘umbrella’ term of the Serbian music of the 1950s. Th is kind 
of approach could, possibly, in our opinion: [...] facilitate the understanding 
of very complicated neo/ism terminology...”.23 Th e reasons for the temporal 
distance of some 30 years which appeared between Serbian neoclassicism 
and its French counterpart are to be sought in the modern history of Serbi-
an music (in terms of fi ne arts), which was developing in diff erent historical, 
socio-political conditions, thus being ‘in delay’ with an artistic canon which 
was yet to be confi rmed and upgraded, rather than criticised, subverted, or 
deconstructed, which was the case in European 20th century art and culture.24

So far, the notion of the emergence of neoclassicist French or Serbian/
Yugoslav content has been the topic of this discussion, throughout the genesis 
of the term, the points in history in which neoclassicism emerged and the 
mention of some of its basic features. Further on, we are going to delve deep-
er into the aesthetic features of neoclassicism and examine two ‘products’ of 
neoclassicist poietics.

What can one do with emotions in a can? (2)

Th eodor Adorno, while discussing Stravinsky’s music, claimed that its resto-
ration features were in correspondence with the regression of the society.25 
Stravinsky tried to reconcile the music of the 18th century and modern mu-
sic, by using the old compositional techniques and (at fi rst) subordinating 
the contemporary ones to them, thus creating a dissonance between the old 
and the new.26 Th is dissonance, then, became Stravinsky’s individual compo-

22 Vesna Mikić, “Aspects of (Moderate) Modernism in the Serbian Music of the 1950s“, 
in: Dejan Despić, Melita Milin (eds.), Rethinking Musical Modernism, Belgrade, Institute 
of Musicology, Serbian Academy of Science and Arts, 2008, 187–188.
23 Ibid., 187. Th e term moderate modernism could be used in broader contexts. Th e 
defi nition of moderate modernism is a broad subject concerning the transformed results 
of the avant-garde into a mass consumerist art. Th is represents a diff erent topic, and for 
the purposes of this paper, moderate modernism is going to be used as an ‘umbrella’ term 
of various neo/isms.
24 For more information, see: Vesna Mikić, Neoklasicizam... op. cit., 105–111.
25 Cf. Th eodor W. Adorno, Filozofi ja nove muzike [Philosophy of New Music], (transl. by 
Ivan Focht), Beograd, Nolit, 1968, 219.
26 Ibid., 222.
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sitional idiom.27 When applied to the neoclassical movement, it is not hard 
to conclude that Adorno’s attitude towards it was negative in the sense that 
neoclassicism, (according to its main features, in terms of the socio-historical 
contexts of the time) was anti-modern. In that manner, for Makis Solomos, 
‘call to order’, which Cocteau proclaimed in 1923, stigmatised the modernity 
of fauvism, expressionism, cubism and constructivism.28 

Leaving this viewpoint aside, there were numerous claims whereby a re-
turn of some sort which implied a method which could be named a  ‘healing 
procedure’. In France, as we have mentioned earlier, it was the balance be-
tween nostalgia for the past and modernity, it was a ‘middle path’ that was 
proclaimed by Cocteau. In Germany, it was Johann Sebastian Bach’s (1685–
1750) music.29 And apparently, various ‘healing procedures’ were a part of the 
“careless activity of building a future world”, mentioned in the introduction 
of this paper. In whichever way these tendencies were interpreted by the con-
temporaries or more or less distant successors, the ‘healing procedures’ were, 
apparently, a part of the project of modernity, clearly a looking-forward fea-
ture of modernism.30 And if we add Daniel Albright’s claim that modernism 
is “the testing of the limits of aesthetic construction”,31 modernism becomes a 
signifi cantly broader concept. In that regard, Albright adds, “Modernism was 
a movement associated with the scrupulous choice of artistic materials, and 
with hard work in arranging them. Sometimes the Modernists defl ected the 
domain of artistic selection to unusual states of consciousness (trance, dream, 
and so forth); but, except for a few dadaist experiments, they didn’t abandon 

27 Ibid.
28 Cf. Makis Solomos, “Néoclassicisme et postmodernisme: deux antimodernismes“, 
in: Musurgia, Vol 5, No. 3/4, 1998, 92, https://www.jstor.org/stable/40591798, ac. 22. 02. 
2019.  
29 For more information see: Walter Frisch, “Bach, Regeneration and Historicist Mod-
ernism“ in: German Modernism. Music and the Arts, Berkeley, Los Angeles, London, 
University of California Press, 2005, 138–185. Th is tendency led to the appearance of 
“historicist modernism“, a movement embodied in the works of Ferruccio Busoni (1866–
1924) and Max Reger (1873–1916), which Walter Frisch claims to be diff erent from neo-
classicism, unlike Scott Messing, who, while discussing music at the turn of the century 
in Germany, sees the same tendencies as, in broadest sense, neoclassical, see: Scott Mess-
ing, „Neoclassicism in Germany“, in: op. cit., 61–74. 
30 Cf. Miško Šuvaković, “Modernizam“, u: Miško Šuvaković, Pojmovnik teorije umetnosti 
[Lexicon of Art Th eory] Beograd, Orion Art, 2012, 448.
31 Daniel Albright, Untwisting the Serpent. Modernism in Music, Literature and other 
Arts, Chicago and London, Th e University of Chicago Press, 2000, 29.
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artistic selection entirely...”.32 With this claim, one could imagine how neo-
classicism could be accounted for as modernism. 

Although not written by a French composer by origin, Igor Stravin-
sky’s works of the interwar period became crucial for defi ning neoclassical 
aesthetics, according to Scott Messing’s research. In that manner, are there 
any ‘healing’ aspects of Stravinsky’s music? Or, how does Stravinsky create a 
bridge between tradition and modern, which was an appropriate gesture of 
a 1920s composer in Paris? “Stravinsky claimed that he was not pretending 
to write the music of the future [...] when he argued that ‘Modernists have 
ruined modern music’ during an interview in New York in 1925...”.33 And 
the solution to what was called “ruined modern music” could be found in 
this composer’s claim: “my liberty will, in the same manner, be greater and 
deeper if I narrowly restrain my fi eld of action and surround myself with as 
many obstacles as possible. Th at thing that removes obstacles also removes 
force”.34 Th erefore, the key is self-restraint in composing, which complements 
Albright’s claims on modernism. Th erefore we shall look at several features of 
the ballet Apollo (1928).

Th e simplicity of this ballet is visible in its scoring. Stravinsky decided to 
use a rather reduced string orchestra with a total of 34 players as it is noted 
in the score. Th erefore, with the use of a monochromatic ensemble, from the 
beginning, any ‘unexpected’ change of timbre is avoided, thus annulling any 
possible surprise to the ears of the listeners. Th is is supported by the fact that 
Stravinsky avoids any ‘sudden movements’, such as abrupt changes in the dy-
namic or techniques such as col legno. Maybe the most striking features, with 
regard to Stravinsky’s self-made composing obstacles, are melody and rhythm. 
Rhythm features in the ballet are relatively static and the least prone to change. 
In relation to that, any change of meter is to allow the ‘more natural’ forward 
movement or fl ow of the melody. Compared to the rhythm, the melodic fea-
tures are, as it seems, the most prone to change. Nevertheless, their change is 
strictly controlled through the process of permanent varying, therefore, any 
change in melodic material is always prepared, or it is always gradual. Th e 

32 Ibid., 31.
33 Maurin A. Carr, Aft er the Rite. Stravinsky’s Path to Neoclassicism (1914–1925), Oxford 
– New York, Oxford University Press, 2014, 31.
34 [“moja sloboda biće utoliko veća i dublja ukoliko uže ograničim svoje polje akcije i 
okružim se sa više prepreka. Ono što mi uklanja smetnju, otklanja mi snagu“.] (Engl. 
transl. by author). Igor Stravinski, Moje shvatanje muzike [My Understanding of Music], 
Beograd, Vuk Karadžić, 1966, 27.
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musical language is mostly diatonic, with rather rare bitonal chord construc-
tions. All of these compositional procedures are in many ways related to Stra-
vinsky’s concept of composing according to the principle of similarity, found 
in the composer’s interpretation of chrononomy and derived from Pierre Su-
vchinsky’s theory of ontological and psychological time.35 Everything is in ac-
cordance with a Greek mythology inspired plot, focused on Apollo and the 
three muses, Terpsichore, Polyhymnia and Calliope. Th us, Stravinsky ‘cures’ 
modern music by limiting himself to compositional procedures which are or 
can be perceived as classical, yet following his own expression, embodied in 
the previously cited statement about the composer’s poetics.36 

Switching to a diff erent context as we did in the previous chapter, we are 
going to discuss a piece by one of the most prominent Belgrade based neo-
classical composers in the period aft er the Second World War. Milan Ristić 
(1908–1982) was inaugurated as a neoclassical composer when, aft er a short 
break in the years which followed the Second World War, the composer re-
turned to the Belgrade music scene with his Second Symphony (1951). Nev-
ertheless, during the occupation of Yugoslavia, the war inspired works ap-
peared in Ristić’s opus. Th is thematic is obvious in the works such as the First 
Symphony (1941), or symphonic poem Man and War (Čovek i rat, 1943). Ac-
cording to Marija Bergamo

Ristić started working on the [First] Symphony only four days after Hitler’s attack 
on USSR. During five months of intensive work, some sort of personal reaction 
to outside events, the composer made a piece of strained dynamics, rich in sound-
ing, which, in thick, polyphonic lines grows up to distraught cries, startling weep-
ing and heroic accents.37

35 For more information see: Igor Stravinski, op. cit., 16–18; Мирјана Веселиновић-
Хофман, Пред музичким делом, [Towards the Work of Music], Београд, Завод за 
уџбенике, 2007, 127–128.
36 It is worth to note that Stravinsky, throughout his so-called neoclassical period, tend-
ed to restore the compositional procedures of the past he was inspired with. Th is is more 
obvious in his works which contain cited material, where the material implies composi-
tional procedures which are to be used. Cf. Mirjana Veselinoivć-Hofman, Fragmenti o 
muzičkoj postmoderni [Fragments on Musical Postmodernity], Novi Sad, Matica srpska, 
1997, 45–46.
37 [“Ristić je započeo rad na [Prvoj] simfoniji samo četiri dana posle Hitlerovog napada 
na SSSR. U toku pet meseci intenzivnog rada, nekoj vrsti lične reakcije na spoljašnje do-
gađaje, stvorio je delo napregnute dinamike, zasićeno u zvuku koji u gustim, polifonim 
linijama narasta do izbezumljenih krikova, potresnih vapaja i herojskih akcenata”.] (Engl. 
transl. by author). Marija Bergamo, Delo kompozitora. Stvaralački put Milana Ristića od 
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In this, like author named it, mature expressionist period, where the 
most signifi cant work is the First Symphony, the composer tries to “compro-
mise between technique and expression of Schoenberg and Hindemith.”38 
Above all, the author refers to consistency in applying Arnold Schoenberg’s 
(1874–1951) “principle of atonality”, but never dogmatically understood and 
used dodecaphony, which are contrasted Paul Hindemith’s (1895–1963) prin-
ciples of compositional techniques, regarding the motivic work, while at the 
same time, in Ristić’s opus exist a strong foundation embodied in classical 
forms and polyphony.39

It is understandable that aft er the Second World War, and a changed 
socio-political situation in the country, Ristić, during the mentioned short 
break in his opus, and while socialist realism dominated in cultural politics, 
from time to time wrote several socially engaged works, such as various ar-
rangements of folksongs and even a few melodrams. It seems that, at that 
time, a need for establishing stable foundations appeared, not only in the poi-
etics of Milan Ristić or his contemporaries but also in the total cultural life 
of Belgrade aft er 1945. In words of Bergamo, “Th ere came a new period of 
contradictions and crisis, fi lled with wandering and fl uctuating, which were 
gradually turned into the new, more correct movements and stronger impuls-
es which were affi  rmed aft er 1950”.40 Th ose new, more correct movements 
and stronger impulses are referring to the mentioned neoclassicist tendencies 
in Ristić’s works created during the sixth decade of the 20th century.

Having decided to commit himself to composing symphonic music (al-
though he was very prolifi c in other genres), in 1957 the composer wrote 
Symphonic Variations.41 By following the principles obvious in the poietics 

Prve do Šeste simfonije, [Opus of a Composer. Creative Development of Milan Ristić from 
the First to the Sixth Symphony], Beograd, Univerzitet umetnosti, 1977, 43.
38 [“izvrši kompromis između tehnike i izraza Schönberga i Hindemitha”.] (Engl. transl. 
by author). Ibid., 40.
39 Cf. Ibid., 40–41.
40 [“Nastupio je novi period protivrečnosti i krize, ispunjen lutanjima i kolebanjima, koja 
su postepeno pretvarana u nova, pravilnija talasanja i čvršće impulse koji su se afi rmisali 
posle 1950.”] (Engl. transl. by author). Ibid., 63.
41 Milan Ristić, among his other colleagues (namely Ljubica Marić, [1909–2003] and 
Stanojlo Rajičić [1910–2000]), aft er the early, radical modernist phase of the 1930s and 
later, having been faced with the doctrine of socialist realism aft er 1945, dedicated him-
self towards establishing moderate modernist tendencies in Serbian music throughout 
the 1950s, by dismissing the proclaimed ideals of socialist realism (which never be-
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of Paul Hindemith (1895–1963), of which some were elaborated in Hin-
demith’s last lecture entitled “Dying Waters” in 1963, Milan Ristić explored 
the boundaries and tried to surpass (to use the term related to Stravinsky) 
the obstacles of neoclassicism. Namely, Hindemith argued that a non-mod-
al system of “total tonality”, that is, expanded tonality which uses all twelve 
tones of the chromatic scale, represents one of the most suitable systems for 
music creation.42 Th at is the musical language employed in Ristić’s Variations, 
scored for a symphonic orchestra a due. Th e theme in the form of a three-
phrase period, centred around B-fl at, already contains all twelve tones of the 
chromatic scale. Th rough nine variations (the last of which is a fugue), the 
composer exploits all the potential of the theme, thus creating and presenting 
its (sometimes completely diff erent) ‘faces’ to the audience. While acknowl-
edging all the principles of the development variation (as established by Ar-
nold Schoenberg [1874–1951] and his successors), Ristić retains the integrity 
of the theme, which, like any other theme used for variations, could fall apart 
into separately varied fragments. Th erefore, this feature of the rather short 
piece for orchestra becomes the most important in the neoclassicist restoring 
of “primary stylistic features” of classical variations.43 

Conclusion

Th e purpose of this paper was not to show the direct implications of war 
trauma in the lives of the composers (or people in general), or to examine 
all the socio-political changes infl uenced by the war in relation to culture 
and the arts, but to examine in which way the composers and music critics 

came an offi  cial doctrine of cultural politics in Yugoslavia). For more informations see: 
Весна Микић “Неокласичне тенденције“, [“Neoclassical tendencies“], у: Мирјана 
Веселиновић-Хофман (ур.), Историја српске... op. cit., 193–213; Vesna Mikić, Lica 
srpske... op. cit.
42 Cf. Paul Hindemith, “Umiruće vode“ [“Dying Waters“], (transl. by Marija Koren), in: 
Vlastimir Peričić et al. (ed.), Zvuk. Jugoslovenska muzička revija,  No. 69, 1966, 453–454. 
For Hindemith, every system in which the composer seeks novelty in organising the tone 
material, such as the twelve-tone technique, is not truly innovative. It is also worth not-
ing that Hindemith claimed this at the time when composers such as Karlheinz Stock-
hausen (1928–2007), John Cage (1912–1992), Krzysztof Penderecki (b. 1933) and other 
representative composers of various avant-garde movements were active. 
43 On neoclassicist restoring of “primary stylistic features“ see: Mirjana Veselino vić-
Hofman, Fragmenti... op. cit., 30.
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sought stability in various aspects of culture, the arts and individual poiet-
ics. Starting from the genesis of the term, or more precisely, the defi nition of 
neoclassicism and the neoclassical through history, had obviously undergone 
changes. Th e meaning changed according to the diff erent ways of (im)pos-
sible restorations or revivals of the musical past(s) and the diff erent ways of 
their interpretation. On the one hand it is possible to apply the methodology 
of defi ning a style to map the features of neoclassicism (but also of any other 
movement of the fi rst half of the 20th century such as, for example, expres-
sionism), and on the other (more suitable) hand, bearing in mind that we 
are defi ning an artistic movement, neoclassicism is defi ned and understood 
under the ‘cover’ of moderate modernism. Keeping in mind its features, one 
could debate whether or not neoclassicism is modernism. And before, or in-
stead of a conclusion on this subject, one could off er a three-part formula, for 
understanding the matrix of neoclassicism.

Looking towards the (musical) past (or not any past, but the one that 
became a tradition) in order to regain stability in any fi eld (possibly aft er a 
collective war trauma), from individual poietics to the music scene, could 
be the fi rst part. Th is is a common feature of various neoclassical composers 
despite the fact that in their diff erent opera the composers sought a way of 
revitalizing it or demonstrating that it is impossible to revitalize it. Th e sec-
ond part would concern the mentioned process of restoring primary stylistic 
features, or, introducing a tradition into a contemporary context.44 Th e third 
part would then become a combination of the previous two. As every tradi-
tion contains its own rules, those rules become the features of restraint in the 
composers’ poietics. Despite that, those restraints become the fi eld in which 
the neoclassicist composer demonstrates his/her compositional skill. In oth-
er words, music for Gostuški’s careless creation of the future world becomes 
– whether the composers of that time agreed with the ‘music for the future’ 
aspect “or not” – innovation in restraint.

44 For more information see: Miško Šuvaković, op. cit., 449. 
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Summary

The First World War ended a hundred years ago. This historical event of colossal pro-
portions significantly changed both European and world history. And it is very prob-
able that in the following years (that is, the 1920s), this event influenced many ’calls to 
order’, to paraphrase the title of Jean Cocteau’s infamous 1923 essay. Therefore, in this 
paper, we first examined (in the most general terms) overall historical conditions 
which influenced the emergence of neoclassicism in Paris, before and shortly after The 
Great War. With this in mind, we also examined the overall conditions of the emer-
gence of neoclassicism in Serbian music, which (acknowledging several modest at-
tempts before The Second World War) appeared as a (sort of) dominant movement 
significantly later, compared to its French counterpart, that is, in the 1950s. At this 
point, the only correlation between the two neoclassicisms is that they both appear 
after significant, primarily destructive, historical events. Therefore, having in mind 
that after two wars of vast proportions, contexts changed, we examined the ways by 
which the composers (that is Igor Stravinsky and Milan Ristić, as case studies) tried to 
find a stable way into mainstream art and, to some extent, redevelop their poietics.


